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AFC is a project on Makeway's shared platform, which
provides governance, human resources, financial, and grant
management for leading environmental and social projects
across Canada, allowing projects to more effectively achieve
their mission.

MISSION STATEMENT
The Arctic Funders Collaborative promotes more informed and effective grantmaking to support
healthy Arctic communities and ecosystems. We leverage support for opportunities across the Arctic
that advance land and water stewardship, capacity building for Indigenous peoples, and community
and cultural well-being.
VISION
To facilitate continued growth in Arctic philanthropy by building capactiy within the philanthropic sector to
support Arctic initiatives, and strengthening connections among philanthropic institutions and Northern,
especially Indigenous communities.

OUR KEY OBJECTIVES
Encourage, inform, and grow philanthropic investment in the Arctic by serving as a resource and
support network for new and established Arctic Funders
Work as a collective to advance and create awareness about environment and social issues impacting
the North and its sub-regions
Lead and share best practices that strengthen relationship building and collaborative actions among
philanthropic, Indigenous and Northern Communities
Maximize the impact of our collective resources by collaborating and developing strategic partnerships
that advance priorities led by the people of the North

2019 Members

Oak Foundation
Pew Charitable Trust U.S.
Tamalpias Trust
Trust for Mutual Understanding
Walter & Dincan Gordon
Windrose Fund

AFC Staff
Elizabeth Liske
Director

Shene Catholique-Valpy
Community Coordinator

Our Community

444S Foundation
Alaska Conservation Fund
Climate Justice Resillience Foundation
Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation
Lush
Makeway
NoVo Foundation

April/ May
2019 Business as
usual.

June 2019 A new
member
was added
to the
team! AFC
and AIF
welcome
Elizabeth
Liske,
Indigenous
Initiatives
Fellow.

July 2019 Prep and
planning
for upcoming
meetings.

September 2019AFC Annual
Meeting in
Yellowknife, NT,
CANADA & AIF
Annual Meeting in
Sápmi Region
(Norway).

August 2019Continuation
prep and
planning.
October 2019AFC says farewell
to
Itoah Scott-Enns,
AFC Director.
Indigenous
Initiatives Fellow
attends first
Philanthropy
Northwest (PNW)
Momentem Fellow
Retreat.

November 2019AFC begins the hiring
process for the AFC
Director. Indigenous
Initiatives Fellow
attends PNW
Conference in Seattle,
WA
January 2020AFC continue
their search to
fill the DIrector
position.

December 2019AFC seek a new
Director.

February 2020Elizabeth Liske is
promoted to the
AFC Director
position. AIF
seek a Manager.

2019/ 2020 Year in Review

The Arctic Funders Colloaborative goes through a lot of changes in the year. This
timeline outlines where we are and where we ended up.

March 2020- Worldwide
pandemic hits! Working
from home becomes
madetory on March 20 for
the AFC office (a shared
office with Tides Canada
(now Makeway) work
quarters in Yellowknife, NT

A message from the new AFC Director:
Mahsi (thank you)! First, it is important to me that I thank
you in my Dene language - it is imprinted in me to always
give thanks and it also a sign of respect and gratitude in
the Dene culture. I am grateful for this opportunity and
for the leader before me. It is an honour to be the new
Director and to continue the meaningful work of this
collaborative.
My heart and advocacy is with the Dene (people) and the
communities that they represent, which aligns with the
AFC's mission and values. All the work I do is for the next
seven generations and together I hope we continue to
pave that path for them with connectivity, humility and
reciprocity.

Northern Webinar Series
2019 was the year of Indigenous
Languages and to stay in tune we
hosted
an
Indigenous
Language
Webinar Series. AIF Alaska Advisor,
Dewey Hoffman, was our gracious
facilitator and led powerful conversation
with AIF grant-partners. A recording of
the webinar can be found on the AFC
website.

AFC ANNUAL MEETING
The AFC Annual Meeting 2019 – Healthy
and Thriving Northern Communities was
held on September 09 & 10, 2019 in
Yellowknife, NWT. The meeting took
place on the land and far from a
boardroom, where AFC members
gathered to catch up, further share their
granting influence in the Arctic.
Everyone together learned how they can
be better grantmakers economically,
with Indigenous youth and most
importantly environmentally – new ideas
were heard, new connections were
made and new members were
welcomed.

2019/ 2020 in Review

Mahsicho (Big thanks),
Elizabeth Liske, Director

2019/ 2020 Budget

2019/ 2020 Finances

2019/ 2020 Finances

AFC Annual Meeting
The 2020 AFC Annual Meeting will be held online
on September 9 & 10, 2020. To keep everyone
safe and healthy, the AFC opted for an online
experience.

Northern Webinar
Black Lives Matter Movement, COVID-19
Emergency Response, Racial Equity highlight what
our focus will be for our up coming webinars. The
goal is to have thought provoking discussions,
opportunities to learn and to share information.
Momentum Fellowship
The AFC and Philanthropy Northwest are proud to
host another Momentum fellow for the 2021-2023
cohort. This on-going partnership allows a
fellowship opportunity to the full-time Manager
(AKA the Indigenous Initiatives Fellow) that the we
are currently seeking. This new hire will be
responsible for supporting the ongoing growth
and development of the Arctic Indigenous Fund, as
well as general administration of the AFC, while
participating in the Momentum Fellowship
leadership development program. The Manager
position was made possible with the generous
support of the AFC and no travel expenses due to
COVID.
AFC Leadership Transition
The AFC and the Arctic Indigenous Fund are going
through leadership transition. This has been an ongoing slow but steady process.

2020/ 2021 Looking Forward

Keeping Connected - Funder Roundtable
Due to unforeseen circumstances and more time
behind a screen whilst working from home, the
AFC meeting will expand over the course of the
year and members can look forward to get
together to continue participation in best practices
in Northern grantmaking. Featured Indigenous
guest speakers and fellow philanthropists from the
sector will ground our discussion as we seek
continuity in supporting healthy and thriving
Northern communities.

The Arctic Indigenous Fund launched in 2018 is being led
by young Indigenous leaders from Across the Arctic. As
the fund continues to learn and grow, they have
recruited a new Canada Advisor, entered their second
grant-cycle and gathered for their annual meeting
hosted by the Sápmi Advisors in their home territory.

OUR PURPOSE
Indigenous-led philanthropy in the Arctic that is rooted in Indigenous cultures, traditions, and selfidentified goals for the future
OUR VISION
Thriving Indigenous communities in the Arctic
OUR VALUES
The values that will inform the way we work include:
Acknowledge our communities make decisions for themselves on their own terms;
Help one another, because we are strong together;
Embrace the healing power of the lands and water;
Treat each other and out partners with respect, patience, and kindness;
Carry out our responsibilities in a manner that is flexible, knowledgeable, transparent, accountable,
and inclusive; and
Contribute to the strength of our communities, while maintaining a spirit of humility, humour, and
generosity

OUR LOGO
It has been a very exciting year for us! We launched our new website, we
launched an open call for our second grant cycle and along with that we also
revealed our new logo. We carefully choose to work with Vincent Designs, a
design company based out of Winnipeg, Manitoba. The AIF branding committee
worked thoroughly and hard to make sure that our logo was a good
representation of who we are. We look forward to using our new logo in all
areas of our work.
The design team took the time and made an on-going effort to understand the
Arctic Indigenous Fund fully. Their focus was nature and community - we
agreed that this was a good interpretation of who we are and what we stand
for. It encompasses our existence in the philanthropy sector.
The logo is a beautiful, versatile symbol that represents our organization and
community. Keep an eye out for it, as we journey our way through the funding
world!

We would like to thank our Sápmi
Advisors for the wonderful hospitality and
to all advisors who travelled across the
Arctic to make this annual meeting
possible.

Annual Meeting 2019

In September 2019, the Arctic
Indigenous Fund (AIF) gathered for their
annual meeting in the Sápmi Region
located in and around Norway. As a selfdetermining Indigenous-led philanthropy
group they worked on their year-one
debrief where they examined ways to
improve their administration,
relationships, communication and
processes. Their grant-cycle two plan also
came to light , a discussion of their terms
was worked through and they decided
what that transition will be like moving
forward. The AIF spent quality time
together where they used their
Indigenous knowledge and ways of doing
to guide their work and of course, with
love, laughter and traditional foods. They
look forward to the next gathering.

"Build relationships and Indigenous
(tradition) knowledge among Indigenous
youth.”
“Collectively we build better future with
Indigenous Youth.”
"For Indigenous youth! By Indigenous
youth! – They are their own decision
makers.”
“Indigenous youth are a strong voice and
positive force in their community.”
The Arctic Indigenous Fund (AIF) came
up with the above affirmations which
guided them in the open call process
to support Indigenous youth initiatives
for this year’s grant cycle. The AIF's goal
is to grant $468, 000 USD total to
Indigenous youth across the Arctic.
2021 Funding – To Be Determined
The Arctic Indigenous Fund is looking
forward to brainstorm their next grant
cycle in the near future. Please stay
tuned.

Follow us online to get updates about this work:
Facebook + Twitter: @FundArctic
Instagram: @ArcticIndigenousFund
Check out our NEW website: www.arcticindigenousfund.com

Funding

2020 Funding – Indigenous Youth
“Empower and support Indigenous youth
to become leaders.”

AIF Annnual Meeting
The Greenland advisors volunteered to
host the next annual meeting in their
region for 2020!

Looking Forward

Recruitment
The Arctic Indigenous Fund is actively
seeking to fill the vacant Russia advisor
positions.
The AIF/ AFC is also hoping to fill a
Manager role, this position was
formally known as the Indigenous
Initiatives Fellow.
The successful
candidates
will
support
the
development and ongoing growth of
the fund.

Emerging Indigenous Leaders
Through the advisor role the Arctic
Indigenous Fund envisioned future
Indigenous leaders and they have
come up with a plan to make this
possible. Sharing this opportunity is
the Indigenous-way - they want to pass
down their knowledge and introduce
more Indigenous folk into the
philanthropy sector.
One advisor from each region will
transition out of their role while one
stays behind, so that there is room for
proper on-boarding. The advisors that
transitions out is making room for a
future advisor coming in. Through this
staggered approach, the advisor left
behind will have significant amount of
time to mentor the new advisor. The
hope is that this will allow the AIF to
continue to grow in a healthy way.

Marion Aslaksen Ravna
Sapmi (Norway)

Chandre Szafran
Alaska

Shayla Snowshoe
Canada

Tukumminngiaq Olsen
Greenland

Christina Henriksen
Sapmi (Norway)

Advisors

Jana Angulalik
Canada

Kuluk Lyberth
Greenland

Dewey Hoffman
Alaska

Contact:
Elizabeth Liske
Director
Email: director@arcticfuners.com
Twitter: @arcticfunders
Address:
4902-49th Street - 3rd Floor
PO Box 2392
Yellowknife, NT, X1A 2P1

www.arcticfunders.com

